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Teachers want ideas that are creative 
and make teaching their curriculum 
easier. Schools and districts want an 
affordable, one-stop solution to help 
their students succeed. Turn to The 
Mailbox® School & District! It’s 
packed with more than 52,000 
engaging ideas, activities, and work-
sheets that help inspire imagina-
tions while teaching essential skills. 

New content every month—
with skills and topics right 
when teachers need them!

For more than 40 years, we have 
been the leader in providing 
teacher-created ideas that work. 
And now, your entire institution can 
have simultaneous access to this 
incredible and growing collection 
at one low price. 

CALL US TODAY for special pricing!

More Than 52,000 Teaching Ideas and Activities for Grades Prekindergarten to 6

School & District

CALL: (800) 322-8755  OnlineSales@Infobase.com
FAX: (212) 313-9456 www.Infobase.comFREE TRIAL: www.Infobase.com/Trial

Your Go-To Classroom 
and Activity Resource!

The ComputED Gazette  
Best Educational Software 
Award (BESSIES)  
“Teacher Tools: Online Teacher  
Productivity Tool” category

The ComputED Gazette  
Education Software  
Review Award (EDDIES)  
“Teacher Tools: Online Teacher  
Resource Collection” category

Continued on 
next page…

“Infobase‘s answer to the  
classic teacher‘s nightmare: 
The Mailbox® School & District 
offers 52,000+ ideas, activities, 
and worksheets for the elemen-
tary set. No more late night or 
weekend marathons putting 
together lesson plans.  
Correlated content is planned 
and edited by experts in their 
fields, and meets various state 
and national standards…User-
friendly and easily searchable, 
The Mailbox® is an elegant 
solution to what used to be  
a persistent dilemma.” 
—THE COMPUTED GAZETTE

BESSIE  
& EDDIE 
Winner!
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Feathers

Down feathers are the soft,

fluffy feathers close to a birdʼs

body. They keep a bird warm.

Body feathers are the outer

feathers that cover most of a

birdʼs body.

Flight feathers are the stiff

outer feathers on a birdʼs

wings and tail. The wing

feathers help a bird fly, and

the tail feathers allow it to

steer.
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Place your markers on Start.

 1. Choose a word from the briefcase.

 2. Flip the penny and move according to 

the code:  Heads = 1 space
  Tails = 2 spaces
 3. Make a compound word.
  Use it in a sentence that
  has the end mark shown.
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Hear a noise.

Dropped briefcase. 

Go to 123

Duckbill Ave.

Password

Webfoot

Start
every

some

any

Finish

“Quack” the Case!

SPINNER

START

FINISH

Crayons

Cat Puzzle

Cat Puzzle500 pieces

PEARS

Name 

Solid fi gures

Shape Shuffl e

Directions for two players:

 1. Place your game markers on START.

 2. Player One spins the spinner.

 3. Player One follows the direction or names the solid

  fi gure the spinner lands on.

 4. Player One moves his or her marker to the next shape 

that matches the solid fi gure named.

 5. Player Two takes a turn. The fi rst player to reach FINISH 

is the winner.

• To use the spinner, place a paper clip in the middle of 

it. Then stand a pencil in the paper clip with one hand 

and spin the clip with the other hand.

Move Ahead 2 Spaces

Lose
a Turn
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Give a PICTURE-Perfect 

Thank-You!

permanent markers

craft glue

scissors

colorful markers

decorative masking tape

hole puncher

glue

A Treasury of Thanks

Materials for one:

4" x 6" colored index cards, 

 one per student plus five more

individual photos of each student 

 and yourself, trimmed

binder ring
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A “Class-ic” Thank-You

Materials for one: 

class photo

14 painted jumbo craft sticks

decorative masking tape

Steps:

 1. Align eight sticks side-by-side. Spread glue on two other sticks. Keep 

the two sticks parallel as you glue them across the top and bottom of the 

aligned sticks. Allow drying time.

 2. Turn over the project. Position the class photo. 

Tape the top and bottom of the photo and then  

glue a craft stick on each tape strip to make a 

colorful border.

 3. Use the markers to personalize the frame.

 4. To make a stand for the frame, tape one end 

of a remaining stick to the back of the project 

as shown. Trim the opposite end of the stick 

so it is flush with the frame bottom. Glue 

the remaining stick so it is flush against and 

perpendicular to the trimmed edge.

Thank you,

Ms. Williams

Mrs. Bruck’s Class 2015

Thank You!

25 Thank-Y
ous for  

ALL You Have Done!

Steps:

 1. Have each student glue a photo of himself near 

the lower edge of an index card and use markers 

to write “Thank you!” Then have him write and 

sign a thank-you message on the back of his 

card. Make your card in a similar manner.

 2. To make each cover, stack and glue together 

two cards. Use decorative tape to trim the top 

and bottom edges. Title the front cover and label 

the inside and back covers. 

 3. Hole-punch the covers and cards. Thread the 

cards on the binder ring.
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Materials for each student: copy of the booklet pages, 3" x 18" strip of blue construction 

paper, crayons or markers, scissors, glue

Student directions:

 1. Fold the blue paper in half. Fold the top half again, lining 

up the end of the paper with the fold. Flip the project over 

and fold again in the same manner. Cutting through all the 

layers, trim the top edge of the folded paper to resemble 

waves. Unfold the paper and set it aside. 

 2. On the booklet page, write your name in the blank and color 

the shaped cutouts as desired. Cut out all the pieces along 

the bold lines. You will end up with four shaped cutouts, four 

titles, and four paragraphs.

 3. After carefully reading the titles and paragraphs, match each 

title to a paragraph. Then match a corresponding cutout to 

each titled paragraph.

 4. Glue the title “Why Do Whales Spout Off?” and its corresponding 

paragraph in the first section of your blue paper. Glue the tab of the 

spout shape to the back of this section as indicated on the cutout.

 5. Glue each set of cutouts (title, paragraph, and shape) to a different 

section of the blue paper. Always glue the tab of the shaped cutout to the back of the section as 

indicated on the cutout.

 6. When the glue has dried, refold the resulting booklet. Then partially unfold the booklet so that it 

is self-standing.

Follow the directions to make a booklet and learn 

more about whales.

Note to the teacher: Give each student the materials listed and project these directions onto the board. Or put this direction page in a plastic page 

protector and set it at a center with the materials listed.

Can Anyone Lobtail?
How Does A Whale Breach?

What Is 
Spyhopping?

Why Do Whales Spout Off?

Robert

Spouting Off
About Whales

by

Spouting Off About Whales

Step 1

Sample Project

• Unlimited, simultaneous, ad-free access to 52,000+ 
worksheets, crafts, forms, songs, games, graphic organizers,  
patterns, clip art, cards, ideas, and more for your entire institution

• Easy-to-use, browser-based interface

• Available 24/7, anytime, anywhere

• Correlated content: search by standards, topics, and skills

• Differentiate your lessons for every learner—access materials 
at all grades

• Make your own flash cards & other customizable resources

• Calendar: schedule lessons on your online planning calendar

• Customizable accounts: save time finding relevant material

• Easily print whole packets of collated activities and worksheets

• Tons of seasonal and thematic ideas, crafts, and more!

Highlights and Features:

Convenient Lesson Plan Builder
Create and save personal-
ized lesson plans—compre-
hensive plans with activities 
that introduce a skill, sheets 
to practice it multiple times 
and multiple ways, and an 
assessment that checks for 
understanding, plus extra 
practice to ensure that all 
learners get it or to reteach 
the skill.

School & District
Created for Educators 
by Educators
All content in The Mailbox® is care-
fully planned and edited by our in-
house team of former teachers and 
helps educators build important 
grade-level skills. Strategies and 
tips for classroom management, 
recognized as the #1 characteristic 
of being an effective teacher, are 
also included.

Topics Include:
• Arts and 

Crafts
• Classroom 

Management
• Cross-

Curricular
• Fine/Gross 

Motor
• Language 

Arts/Literacy

• Literature
• Math
• Phonics
• Reading
• Science
• Social 

Studies
• Writing


